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ON WEIGHTED SOBOLEV INTERPOLATION INEQUALITIES

SENG-KEE CHUA

(Communicated by Andrew M. Bruckner)

Abstract. We obtain some weighted Sobolev interpolation inequalities on R"

and domains satisfying the Boman chain condition for doubling weights satis-

fying a weighted Poincaré inequality.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, there has been a significant number of papers on weighted Sobolev

interpolation inequalities, for example, Brown and Hilton [3-5], Gutierrez and

Wheeden [18], and Chua [9]. In this paper, we will study weighted Sobolev

interpolation inequalities with weights satisfying the following inequality:

(i-i) \\f-fQ\\iuQ)<A(Q)\\vf\\mQ)

as in [18] where /q = Lfdx/\Q\. Let us note that some sufficient conditions

have been obtained for (1.1); see [27], [26], or [7].

Definition 1.1 [19]. An open set 2! in R" is said to be a member of ?F(a, N),

er > 1, iV > 1, if there exists a covering W of 2¡ consisting of cubes such
that:

(i)

Y. XaQ(x) < Nxs(x)   Vx G R\

(ii) There is a 'central cube' Qq£W that can be connected with every cube

Q £ W by a finite chain of cubes Qo, Qi, ■■■ , Qk(Q) = Q from W such that
Q c NQj for j = 0, 1, ... , k(Q). Moreover, Q¡ n Qj+X contains a cube Rj

such that Qj U Qj+X C NRj.

We say that OS satisfies the Boman chain condition if 2 £ &(o, N) for

some N, o > I. There are many types of domains that satisfy the Boman chain
condition, for example, balls, cubes, and John domains (see [19]). Moreover, it

is easy to check that bounded (e, oo) domains (see [20] or [9] for the definition)

satisfy the Boman chain condition. Hence, so do bounded Lipschitz domains.

In what follows, Q is always a cube and l(Q) will be its edgelength. If 1 < p <
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oo, p' will denote p/(p - I). By a weight w , we mean a nonnegative locally

integrable function on K" . By abusing notation, we will also write w for the
measure induced by w . Sometimes we write dw to denote w dx. We say

that w is doubling if w(2Q) < Cw(Q) for every cube Q, where 2Q denotes

the cube with the same center as Q and twice its edgelength. By w £ Ap , we

mean w satisfies the Muckenhoupt Ap condition, i.e.,

-^-(fwdx)     ( f w-l«p-l)dx)      <C   whenl<p<oo,

and

\Q\Jo
w(x)dx < Cess inf w(x)   when p = I,

q xeQ

for all cubes Q in R" . Note that w is doubling when it is in Ap .

Let 2 be an open set in R" . If a is a multi-index, a — (ax, a2, ... , an) £

Zn+, we will denote £"=i otj by \a\ and Da = (d/dxx)a> ■■■ (d/dx„)a". We

denote by V the vector (d/dxx, d/dx2, ... , d/dx„) and by Vm the vector
of all possible wth-order derivatives for m £ N. A locally integrable function

/ on 3¡ (we will write / G 1^(3)) has a weak derivative of order a if there

is a locally integrable function (denoted by Daf) such that

/ f(Datp)dx = (-l)M [ (Daf)<pdx
J3¡ J9¡

for all  C°°   functions  tp  with compact support in 9!  (we will write  <p £

C^(2S)).
For 1 < p < oo, k £ N, and any weight w, Lpw k(2i) and Epw k(3) are

the spaces of functions having weak derivatives of all orders a, \a\ < k, and
satisfying

L'wkm=  E  \\D°fhím=  E  (f\Daf\pdw)l,P<™

and

\ep  Aß) =   E   WDaf\\Lpw(S) < °°»
''w, k »'

\a\=k

respectively. Moreover, in the case when w = 1, we will denote Lpw k(2)

and Epwk(3) by Lpk(3S) and ^(^J, respectively. Finally, let Ak(3) be the

collection of all functions / on 2 such that all its weak derivatives of order
< k exist.

We will prove that

Theorem 1.2. Let 2 £ &~(o, N), and let W be a covering of 2 satisfying the

Boman chain condition. Let 1 < p < q < oo. If v is a weight and w is a

doubling weight such that (1.1) holds for all Q £ W and f £ A1 (2), then

\\^f\ywß)<Cw(Qo)l">l(Qo)-"(l(Qo)-1\\f\\mQo) + /(ßo)ll V2/lb(ßo))

+ CA0\\V2f\\Ll{3)

for all f £ A2(2) where A0 = supß6i^^(Q), Qo is the "centrât cube in W,
and C is independent of f and v .
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Theorem 1.3. Let  1 < p < q < oo.  Suppose that v  is a weight and w is a

doubling weight such that

(1.2) Il/-/elli4(ß) < C0w(Q)l/"v'(Q)i'p'l(Q)-"+x\\Vf\\LPv{Q)

for all cubes  Q  and f  £  Al(W)   where  v'   =  u^/o»-»    (v'(Q)l'p'   =
esssupxeQn~'(x) when p= 1). Then

l|V*/lli4(e) < Cw(Qy/«l(Q)-»-k\\f\\V{Q)

+ Cw(Q)l/"v'(Q)l'p'l(Q)-"+l\\Vk+lf\\Ll{Q)

for all cubes Q and f£Ak+l(R") where C is independent of f.
Moreover, if ||Vfc+1/||Lj(R») ± 0 and there exist a < 1, b > (I - k)/2,

1 <Po<Q, and weight v0 such that

(1.3) liQ){2b-l-n)w(Q)l'"v'0(Q)lfpo + l(Q){~2a-x-^w(Q)xlclv'(Q)xlp' < C

for all cubes Q, then

IIT7* f\\ < C\\ f\\l-(2b+k-l)/(l+k+2(b-a))mk+l fn(2b+k-l)/(l+k+2{b-a))
IIV   y||i*(R.) St-ll/ll^^j IIV       Jïïmpy

In particular, under the assumptions stated above, we have

\\\-7k f\\ < C\\ /"||l-(2a+fe-l)/(l+fe)|ir7fe+l fn(2a+k-l)/(l+k)
IIV    /||l«(R.)   <Cll/llz.P(Rn) IlV /HlPfR.)

These theorems have some interesting corollaries.

Corollary 1.4. Let I < p < q < oo, and let 2, W, v , and w be as in Theorem

1.2 such that

\\f-fQhl(Q)<A\\Vf\yv{Q)

for all Q£W and f£Ax(2). Then Epvk+Ï(2) c Eqwk(2) for all k £ N.

Corollary 1.5. Let 2 and W be as in Theorem 1.2. Suppose 1 < p < q < oo

<2«é/ it; ¿5 a doubling weight such that

Il/-/ßlk(e)<^liv/llx4(ß)
for all Q G W and f e A1 (2).   Then f g Epw k(2)  if and only if f £

K,k&)-
Note that when w £ Ap and 2 is a bounded (e, oo) domain, it has been

obtained in [9] that Epwk(2) = Lpwk(2).

Corollary 1.6. Let 1 < p < q < oo, v £ Ap, and w be a doubling weight such

that (1.2) holds. Let ¡,ieN, 1 <i <k, and -i < a' < k - i. Then

iiv/ik(*») < cii/ii^:r)/fciivfc/ii^f

for all f £ Ak(W) and \\Vkf\\L«m ¿ 0 if and only if

(1.4) l(Q)a'w(Q)l'i < Cv(Q)1'»

for all cubes Q.

Note that when p > 1, / = 1, and k = 2, Corollary 1.6 is first obtained by
Gutierrez and Wheeden [18].

Finally, similar to Theorems 1.8 and 1.9 in [9], we could apply the extension

theorems in [9] to get the following two corollaries.
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Corollary 1.7. Let 1 < p < q < oo, v £ Ap, and let 2 be a bounded (e, oo)

domain. Let i, k £ N such that 1 < i < k. Let w be a doubling weight such

that (1.2) and (1.4) hold for -i < a' <k-i. If f £ Lp k(2) and there exists

a cube Q in 2 such that / = 0 on Q and Vkf ^ 0 a.e. on 2, then

(1.5) llv</UW) < c||/||^'-')//c||vVllg(T

where C depends only on 2,w,v,k,n,p,q, and Q.

Corollary 1.8. Let 2 be an unbounded (e, oo) domain, and let v, w, p, q, i,

and k be as in the preceding corollary. If f £ Lp k(2) and Vkf ^ 0 a.e. on

2, then

l|V/||W) < cii/iij^-^uvVllgSf
where C depends only on e,p,q,v,w,k, and n .

Remark 1.9. (a) Let 2 c ^(o, N) for some a, N > 1 and M c d2 (the
boundary of 2). Suppose w(x) = dist(x, M) = infy£M \x - y\. Let W be a
covering of 2 that satisfies the chain condition. Let a G R. Then it is clear
that if 1 < p < q < oo, then

(1-6) \\f-fQ\ha{Q)<Cl(Q)\\Vf\\Lia{Q),

and indeed, when 1 - (^ - ^) > 0,

(1-7)       Wf-fQhuQ) < C/(Ô)'-^-"^dist(ô, A/r/«-^iiv/iiL:/0)

for / G A^R") and Q £ W with C depending only on a, N, n, p, a, ß,
and q. These estimates can easily be obtained by the fact that w is comparable
to dist(Q, M) on Q and the unweighted Poincaré type estimate.

We can now apply Theorem 1.2 to conclude that when wa is doubling,

(1.8)        ||V*/llL«a(*) < C\\f\\V[Qo) + C||V*+1/IIl.(ö„) + C||Vt+1/llLV^)

provided l-(£-£)n + f-4 > 0 and l_(p-f) > 0 with C depending only on

o,N,n,p,a,ß,and q. Hence, for all fceN, Epwß k+x(2) c Epwa k(2) for

such p, q, a, and ß . Moreover, if p = q and a = ß , we have Epwa k(2) =

K;ki9)-
(b) Furthermore, if w(x) = i(dist(x, M)) where 5 is a positive and con-

tinuous function on the positive real numbers that satisfies certain properties

described in Kufner [21], a similar conclusion can be obtained by Theorem 1.2
if we know that w is doubling.

(c) We do not know exactly when the weights w defined as above are dou-

bling. However, in the case that M is just a finite subset of d2, it is easy to
see that dist(x, M)a is doubling if and only if a > -n .

2. Preliminaries

In what follows, C denotes various positive constants. They may differ even

in the same string of estimates. Moreover, sometimes, we will use C(a, ß, ...)

instead of C to emphasize that the constant is depending on a, ß, ... .

Since one of our main tools will be a projection of functions into polynomials,

first let us state an inequality on polynomials.
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Theorem 2.1. Let F, Q be cubes such that F c Q and \F\ > y\Q\. If w is a
doubling weight, I <q < oo, and p is a polynomial of degree m, then

(w(E)\xl9
WpWlke) <C(y,m,n,w) {^)     WpWl^f)

for all measurable sets E c Q.

This theorem is just a consequence of the following two lemmas.

Lemma 2.2 [29, Chapter 3, Lemma 7]. If w is a doubling measure and m is a

positive integer, then there exists So(n, m, w) such that if s < So, then for all

cubes Q, X > 0 such that

w({x£Q: \p(x)\>X})<sw(Q)

we have supxeg\p(x)\ < CX, where p is any polynomial of degree m and C

is a constant independent of X, Q, and p.

It follows from Chebyshev's inequality and this lemma that given m and a

polynomial p of degree m ,

ç
\\p\\l°°(Q) < ^ö)IIPllu(ß)

with C independent of Q and p.

Lemma 2.3 [9, Theorem 2.2]. Let Q be a cube, and let E be a measurable set

in Q with \E\ > y\Q\. If p is a polynomial of degree m, then

\\p\\l°°(E) > Ciy, m)\\p\\L~tQ).

Next, let us state Markov's inequality; see, for example, [1].

Theorem 2.4. Let p be any polynomial of order less than k. Then there exists

a constant C depending only on k and the dimension n such that

I|Vp||l«(Q) < Cl(Q)-l\\p\\Loo(Q)   for all cubes Q in R".

Finally, the following is now a consequence of Markov's inequality and

Lemma 2.2.

Theorem 2.5. Let p be a polynomial of order less than k and 1 < q < oo. If

w is doubling, then

llv^llu(e)<c/(Ô)"1ll/'ll^(e)
for all cubes Q in R" , where C depends only on k, w, q, and n .

Now let us state a theorem from [12].

Theorem 2.6. Let o, N > 1, 1 <p <q < oo, k eN, and 2 £ &(o, N), and
let f, g be measurable functions defined on 2 . Also, let v be a weight, and
let w be a doubling weight. Suppose that for each cube Q with oQ c 2, there

exists a polynomial P(f, Q) of degree k such that

(2.1) \\f-P{f,Q)\\Ll(Q)<A\\g\\Ll{aQ)

with A independent of Q. Then there exists a polynomial P(f, 2) of degree

k such that

(2.2) \\f-P(f,3f)\\IJL(3)<CA\\g\\Ijil3)
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where C depends only on n, q, w , o, k, and N. Moreover, we can take

Pif, 2) = P(f, go) where go is the 'centrar cube in 2.

Let 3Pk be the collection of all polynomials with degree < k on R" . Now,

let us state a theorem concerning the projection of function into polynomials.

Theorem 2.7. Let 2 be an open set. For each ieN and cubes Q c2, there

exists a projection nk(Q): Ak(2) -» ¿Pk such that

esssup|7rfc(g)/(x)| < C/(g)-"||/||L,(Q)
x€Q

with C independent of f and Q. Moreover, nk(Q) is linear and nk(Q)p = p

for all p£aök.

For the proof, please refer to [9] or [10].

Finally, let us state the weighted Poincaré inequality for Ap weights. For the

proof, see [9].

Theorem 2.8. If I < p < oo, and v G Ap , then

Wf-fQ\\L>{Q)<ci(Q)\\vf\yv{Q)

for all cubes g and f £ A'(R") where C depends only on p,v, and n .

3. Proof of main results

Proof of Theorem 1.2. First let us fix / G A2(2) such that |V2/I e Lpv(2).
Next, we let PqJ be the polynomial of degree 1 suchthat JQ Da(f-PQ0f)dx —

0 for all \a\ < 1 . Now, by Theorem 2.6,

\wf - p&nwiw*) < cA2\\v2f\\LPv{3),

where A2 — supß€H/ A(Q). Next, let us note that

WVP&fWiXS) < C||VPßo/||U(oo)    (by Theorem 2.1)

< C||V(PÖ0/- 7r2(go)/)||^(eo) + ||V7r2(g0)/||L,(eo)

<C/(g0)-1||JPßo/-7r2(go)/||n(eo)

+ C/(g0)-1||7t2(g0)/||U(ßo)    (by Theorem 2.5)

< C/(öo)-1-"^(öo)1/ill/- P&ñmoo)

+ C/(g0)-1-"w;(go)1/?||/||L.(ö„)    (by Theorem 2.7)

< C/(go)1-^(go)1/<?||V2/llL.(ôo) + C/(go)-l-"^(go),/<?||/||L.(eo)

by the nonweighted Poincaré inequality. Hence

IIV/HW) < C\\VPQJ\\Ll(3) + CA2\\V2f\\Km

< Cl(Q0)l-"w(Q0)l'«\\V2f\\L>{Qo)

+ Cl(Qorl-nw(Qo)^\\f\\vm + CA2\\V2f\\nm.
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Proof of Theorem 1.3. Similar to the proof as above, for any cube g, we have

HV*/Hi4(ß) * Cw(Q)^l(Q)-k-"\\f\\V(Q) + Cw(Q)^l(Q)i-"\\Vk+xf\\V{Q)

+ Cw(Q)l'«v'(Qy'p'l(Q)-»+l\\Vk+lf\\L,{Q]

<cW(g)1/«/(g)-fc-^o(g)I^||/||L;0(e)

+ Cw(Q)^v'(Qy/p'l(Q)-"+l\\Vk+if\\Ll{Q)

by Holder's inequality. Next, if (1.3) holds, then for all cubes g we have

l|V*/ll/4(ö) < C/(g)-2e-^I||/||L,o(ö) + C/(g)2-2lV*+1/llL?(ö)-

Now, for all e > 0, we will cover R" by cubes of length e. Let W be any

nonoverlapping cover of cubes with length e . Summing up the cubes, we have

liv/ll V) < c¿-2b~k^ £ u/y«     + c¿2-2^ £ I***1/!W
Qew ° Ge »"

Thus

|vVllu(Rn) < Ce-2ft-fc+1     £ il

l/Po

*Ä(fl)

+ ce(2-2fl)( E llv*+7HIS(ß) V

\ß€»"
since q >Po, P ■ Hence,

IIV/IIlkr.) < Ce-2è-fc+1 ll/ll^o^) + C¿2-2^\\Vk+xf\\nm.

To complete the proof just choose e = (||/||^o(Rn)/||Vfc+1/||LÏ(R„))1/(1+A:+2(è-a)).

Next, let us note that Corollaries 1.4 and 1.5 are just immediate consequences

of Theorem 1.2.

Proof of Corollary 1.6. First note that by similar arguments as above, for any

cube g and f £ Lp k(R"), let Pg/ be the unique polynomial of degree < k

such that  L Da(f - PQf) dx = 0 for all |a| < k, we have

UVVlli4(ö) * Cw(Q)l'"liQ)-i-"\\f\\mQ) + Cw(Qy">l(Q)-»+k-i\\Vkf\\V{Q)

<Cw(Q)^l(Q)-iv(Q)-^\\f\\LÍ{Q)

+ Cw(Q)l">v(Q)-Vpl(Q)k-i\\Vkf\\L,{Q)

since v £ Ap . Also,

\\^(f-PQf)\\Li{Q)<Cl(Q)w(Q)i^v(Q)-l/p\\Vi+\f-PQf)\yv(Q)   (by (1.2))

<C/(g)*-'W(g)1/^(g)-1/"||Vfc/llLS(ß)

by Theorem 2.8. Hence by the triangle inequality and (1.4),

l|V7lk(ß) < \\^\f - PqDWlkq) + HV'Pe/lkce)
< c/(g)-a'-'||/||L?(Q) + c/(g)-a'+fc-'||vfc/ILs(Q).
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We can now just follow as before to show

liv'/iw, < cimil;^||v*/llä'(Ä/k

for all / G Lpv k(R") with ||Vfc/||L«(Rn) ̂ 0. Finally, the reader can refer to the

proof of Theorem 5 in Gutierrez and Wheeden [18] for the converse.

Finally, let us note that the proof of Corollaries 1.7 and 1.8 are almost iden-

tical to the proof of Theorems 1.8 and 1.9 in [9] with the help of Corollary

1.6.
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